HANNAH VINEYARD
TECHNICAL PROJECT MANAGER

Hannah Vineyard is the newest member of (Y)our Team, and she brings a fresh perspective and the needed
talent to serve you – our Zirrus One customers.
Zirrus One looks for innovative, agile and competitive employees – all focused on one mission: To make others
successful. (Y)our success is our success!
In the role of Technical Project Manager, Hannah is the epitome of AGILE: doing whatever it takes to make our
customers successful. She has the communications skills, patience and persistence to “herd cats” and bring
everyone together to solve problems, meet demands, and keep an eye on the ball to support a customer.
Although Hannah grew up in a family of IT pros and had an afﬁnity for that skill, she earned her degree in
Chemistry from Missouri University of Science & Technology (Missouri S&T). After graduation, she headed to
San Francisco to be a part of a biotech research group where she learned three important aspects about
herself:
1.
2.
3.

She has a talent for dissecting problems and discovering solutions.
She has in-depth knowledge of math and science and was a natural “tech / IT geek.”
She felt conﬁned in a laboratory setting and wanted to ﬁnd a career that gave her more human
interaction. Hannah could not leverage her talents to communicate and build loyal relationships in a
lab environment.

So, Hannah headed back to Missouri to join Zirrus One.
Her work at Zirrus One caters to her strengths. She keeps projects on time and on task. She is very detailed
focused and has the graceful ability to keep the Zirrus One team organized. Her technology / IT understanding
gives her an advantage when talking through problems with customers.
Three words that describe Hannah: Resilient. Productive. A leader.
And, just like her Zirrus One colleagues – Hannah is dedicated to our customers. We make our customers
better. Hannah makes all of us better!

